What is the Mobile
Employee Experience?
The Mobile Employee Experience connects
your mobile employee to the heart of their
move, empowering them to take control of
their move through an intuitive and easy-touse portal. Accessible via a mobile app, the
Mobile Employee Experience provides all
the answers mobile employees need.
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THE BUSINESS CASE
The Mobile Employee Experience puts power in the hands of the employee,
simplifying and streamlining the assignment process.

Mobile App
Accessible via any mobile device, the Mobile
Employee Experience puts assignees in control of
their move 24x7.
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Profile
Securely stores essential information about assignees
and family members, all in one place, entered only one
time.

What’s Happening Timeline
Tracks key dates, tasks and deadlines. Permits
assignees, mobility teams, vendors and stakeholders
to update action items and checklists, giving everyone
real-time status visibility.

Contacts
Displays contact information on all vendors and
suppliers, Service Order coordinators and Global
Mobility staff so assignees can engage directly.

Document Library
Roles-based access to all vital move-related
documents, centralized for easy retrieval by those
who need them.

Benefits and Services
Lists all services available to the assignee per their
approved Policy and makes details available at the
click of a button.

Expenses
Tracks the status of submitted expenses and
payments, while making it easy for employees to file
expense reports in a timely manner.

Earning Statements
Displays all compensation statements so employees
have a full understanding of their pay, including
compensation calculation and worksheets.

Notifications
Notify all or a sub-set of your employees of important
announcements and alerts, displayed at the top of the
portal to ensure key information is never missed.

Messaging
Private, integrated two-way communications
makes connecting easy and secure through push
notifications, automated alerts and in-app messaging.

Host Country Data
Get in-depth, host-country information and robust
cultural learning tools to help alleviate the stress of an
international relocation.
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solutions. More than 300 organizations around the world rely on Equus tools and
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